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Introduction
Suitable measurement systems must be put into place to ensure precise 
determination and measurement of gas escapes in both open and closed 
areas. Schütz GmbH offers the right tool for all different kinds of gas 
measurement tasks.

Carpet probes, bell probes, spatial probes and many specialised variations 
are all included in our delivery program. 

Equipment from Schütz has been proven in daily usage for many years, 
and is continually developed further to meet the latest standards and 
knowledge.

Maintenance

Maintenance and repair work for this instrument may only be undertaken 
by the manufacturer or his authorized technicians. Only original SCHÜTZ 
– MESSTECHNIK replacement parts may be used.

Definitions according to: DIN 31051 2003-06, EN13306 

Inspection =the measures taken to identify and assess the
actual condition  of an observation unit.

Maintenance =the measures taken to delay the degradation of
the wear reserve.

Repair  =the measures taken to return an impaired 
observation unit to its operational condition.

Improvement   =a combination of all technical and administrative 
measures and actions taken by management to 
increase the functional security of an 
observation unit, without changing the function 

   required of it 
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Definitions according to G 465-4 :

G465-4, Section 5,3 Steps

1. Functional check (Paragraph 5.1)

2. Testing the accuracy of the display (calibration)
see the official publications of the DVGW and of the 
device manufacturers

3. Conservation

see Schütz GmbH Messtechnik, Technische Info

Liability for function or damages

The responsibility for the instrument’s functionality always passes over to 
the proprietor or operator if the instrument is not properly maintained, or if  
repair has been undertaken by persons not authorised by Schütz GmbH, 
or in the case where the instrument is used for any purpose which does 
not correspond to the intended use.

Avoid allowing the intake of water into the instrument, as this can destroy 
the sensors.

Warranty

There is a 24 month warranty on all instruments, counting from the date of 
purchase. 

In case of missing or damaged warranty seals, the warranty is invalidated.

S C H Ü T Z - G M B H
M E S S T E C H N I K

Storage

After a prolonged storage, recharge the instrument’s batteries to achieve 
the maximum operation time (due to self-discharge).
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Operating instructions

Rinse Times

Prior to each measurement, the probe is to be rinsed with fresh air. The 
necessary time for rinsing depends on the conditions of use.

Devices

GM 5 + GM 3100

• Connect the probe to the corresponding connector on the 
measuring instrument (see illustration).

Usage with other instruments

• It might be necessary to use a suitable adapter, should you wish to 

use a probe from Schütz GmbH with measuring instruments from 

other manufacturers.

• We’ll  be  happy  to  assist  you  in  obtaining  further  information 

regarding this.
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Measurement

• Turn the instrument on.

• Connect the probe.

• Test nullpoint or rinse.

• Carry out measurement. (Follow the instructions for your 
measuring instrument.)

• After successful measurement, rinse the probe thoroughly with 
fresh air.

Safety

It’s important to carefully read the instructions to ensure this instrument is 
used correctly.

The instrument may only be used for the intended purposes as described.
Any  references  to  rules,  regulations,  laws,  or  other  legal  provisions 
concerning the  use  of  this  instrument  mentioned herein,  are  based on 
German law.

Advice

The  weight-saving  CFK  probes  with  carbon-fibre  tubing  offer  a  high 
stability combined with low weight.

The probes are also available with a screw-on tube in a complete case set 
with Bore-hole Probe CFK, Bell Probe CFK and detachable Carpet Probe 
CFK utilising weight-saving carbon-fibre.

The detachable probes are unbeatable when space and transportability 
are limited. 
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Carpet Probe

Applications

Easy-to-guide push-along Carpet Probe with surface filter, hose filter, hose 
and plug-in coupling for the inspection of pipe runs, and to absorb gas 
traces during mains inspection using the aspiration method.

The wide border of the flexible Carpet Probe clings to unevenness of the 
road surface, largely preventing the entrance of interfering gases (e.g. 
exhaust fumes, etc.) during inspection work.

The  Carpet  Probe  fitted  with  smaller  wheels  (100mm)  is  particularly 
advantageous,  especially  when  areas  underneath  vehicles  have  to  be 
checked. The detachable  Carpet  Probe is  unbeatable  when space and 
transportability are limited. 
The single Carpet Probe is particularly handy for working on the pavement 
and along the edge of the road.

To attach the Carpet Probe’s protective grid, only M5x5 screws with spring 
washer are allowed to be used. Larger screws cause the Carpet Probe’s 
suction canal to become blocked,  such that  gas detection is  no longer 
possible.

The Carpet Probe is not permitted to be used in areas where there is a 
danger of explosion. 

The Carpet Probe is available for delivery in the following variations:
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Carpet Probe, steel

Reference: G10.167
Linkage: steel
Wheel diameter: 180mm
Colour: black, powder-coated
Weight: 1.75kg

Carpet Probe unscrewable, steel

Reference: G10.169
Linkage: unscrewable, steel
Wheel diameter: 180mm
Colour: black, powder-coated
Weight: 1.75kg

Carpet Probe, carbon fibre

Reference: G10.160
Linkage: carbon fibre
Wheel diameter: 180mm
Colour: black
Weight: 0.95kg

Carpet Probe unscrewable, carbon fibre

Reference: G10.162
Linkage: unscrewable, carbon fibre
Wheel diameter: 180mm
Colour: black
Weight: 0.95kg

Carpet Probe 1 wheel, steel

Reference: G10.168
Linkage: steel
Wheel diameter: 180mm
Colour: black, powder-coated
Weight: 1.75kg

Accessories

Reference: 202.616
Carpet probe wheel: diameter 100mm
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Bell probe

Applications

Weight-saving Bell Probe with steel or carbon-fibre linkage and integrated 
filter technology. Extremely light and yet robust construction.

The Bell Probe contains an integrated dust filter and water filter in the 
lower section, and is used on non-asphalted surfaces.

If the Carpet Probe can no longer be used, the Bell Probe is used for 
overground inspection or measurement of concentration (in ppm). For 
example, for non-fixed or overgrown surfaces.

Often both probes are brought along. For this purpose the Bell Probe CFK 
mini (item nr. G10.135) is extremely well-suited. The detachable bell probe 
is unbeatable when space and transportability are limited. 

The bell probe is not permitted to be used in areas where there is a danger 
of explosion. 

The bell probe is available for delivery in the following variations:
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Bell Probe, steel linkage

Reference: G10.137
Linkage: steel
Suction cap diameter: 110mm
Colour: black, powder-coated
Weight: 1.75kg

Bell Probe, carbon fibre linkage

Reference: G10.130
Linkage: carbon fibre
Suction cap diameter:  110mm
Colour: black
Weight: 0.95kg

Bell Probe unscrewable, carbon fibre linkage

Reference: G10.133
Linkage: unscrewable, carbon fibre
Suction cap diameter:  110mm
Colour: black
Weight: 0.95kg

Bell Probe mini, carbon fibre linkage

Reference: G10.135
Linkage: carbon fibre
Suction cap diameter:  75mm
Colour: black
Weight: 0.95kg

Accessories

Reference: E10.400
Suction cap: diameter 110mm

Reference: E10.410
Suction cap: diameter 75mm
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Bore-hole probe

Applications

Bore-hole Probe with sight-glass and dust filter, for measuring 
concentrations in bore-holes. Connection: with coupling type 20er

For  ground  air  measurement  applications,  you  have  to  suck  up  and 
determine the gas concentration in bored holes. The Bore-hole Probe is 
optimised for this. By sealing the bore-hole with the flexible end cone, no 
external air is taken-in, so only the gas concentration present in the hole is 
measured. Optimal localisation results are achieved.

The  detachable  Bore-hole  Probe  is  unbeatable  when  space  and 
transportability are limited. The telescopic Bore-hole Probe is suitable for 
the  location  of  leak-points  under  difficult  conditions;  the  measuring  tip 
comes closer  to the leak point  on the gas mains and can thus deliver 
better results.

The Bore-hole Probe is not permitted to be used in areas where there is a 
danger of explosion. 

The Bore-hole Probe is available for delivery in the following variations:
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Bore-hole Probe, steel linkage

Reference: G10.147
Linkage: steel
Point length: 300mm, minimum bore-hole depth 260mm
Point diameter: 8mm
Bore-hole diameter: maximum 30mm, recommended 20mm
Colour: black, powder-coated
Weight: 0.6kg

Bore-hole Probe, carbon fibre linkage

Reference: G10.140
Linkage: carbon fibre
Point length: 300mm, minimum bore-hole depth 260mm
Point diameter: 8mm
Bore-hole diameter: maximum 30mm, recommended 20mm
Colour: black
Weight: 0.46kg

Bore-hole Probe, carbon fibre linkage

Reference: G10.143
Linkage: screwable carbon fibre linkage
Point length: 300mm, minimum bore-hole depth 260mm
Point diameter: 8mm
Bore-hole diameter: maximum 30mm, recommended 20mm
Colour: black
Weight: 0.46kg

Telescopic Bore-hole Probe, steel linkage

Reference: G10.149
Linkage: steel
Point length: minimum 310mm, maximum 600mm
Point diameter: 8mm
Bore-hole diameter: maximum 30mm, recommended 20mm
Colour: black, powder-coated
Weight: 0.6kg

Other lengths available on demand
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Trench Probe

Application

For horizontal concentration measurements in open trenches.  

To search for gas pipes and determine the direction for further 
excavations.

For  these  types  of  measurements  it's  important  to  prevent  water  from 
penetrating the instrument,  so a water separator is built-in.

The Trench Probe is not permitted to be used in areas where there is a 
danger of explosion. 

The Trench Probe is available for delivery in the following variations:
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Trench Probe, 300mm

Reference: 000.025

Linkage: metal

Point length: 0.3m

Length total: 0.5m

Hose: 2m anti-static, orange

Colour: black, powder-coated

Weight: 0.6kg

Trench Probe, 1000mm

Reference: 000.026

Linkage: metal

Point length: 1m

Length total: 1.2m

Hose: 2m anti-static, orange

Colour: black, powder-coated

Weight: 0.6kg
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Aerial Probe

Application

For gas concentration measurements in ducts or under the roof. 
Connecting with coupling type 20.

Ultra-light and strong. With a special patented quick-change device for the 
hose in case of repair, available exclusively from Schütz Messtechnik.

The Aerial Probe is permitted to be used in areas where there is a danger 
of explosion. 

The  Aerial Probe is available for delivery in the following variations:
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Aerial Probe rigid

Reference: G10.170
Material: carbon fibre
Tip: rigid
Length:  900mm
Hose: 1m antistatic hose, orange
Weight: 150g

Aerial Probe, rigid tip

Reference: G10.152
Material: steel
Tip: rigid
Length:  20cm collapsed 139.5cm extended
Hose:  1.5m antistatic hose, orange
Weight: 150g

Aerial Probe, moveable tip

Reference: G10.150
Material: steel
Tip: moveable
Length:    41cm collapsed, 160.5cm extended
Hose:  1,5m antistatic hose, orange
Weight: 200g

Aerial Probe gastight, rigid tip

Reference: G10.154
Material: steel
Tip: sintered tip, rigid
Length:   35cm collapsed, 135cm extended
Hose:  1.5m antistatic hose, orange
Weight: 150g

Aerial Probe gastight, moveable tip

Reference: G10.155
Material: steel
Point: sintered tip with flexible swan neck
Length:    53cm collapsed, 153cm extended
Hose:  1.5m antistatic hose, orange
Weight: 200g
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Point Probe

Application

The Point Probe serves to check small leaks in pipe welds. The sealing 
clings to uneven measurement spots.

The Point Probe is allowed to be used in areas where there is a danger of 
explosion.

Reference: 000.071

Total height: 130mm

Sealing diameter: 60mm.

Colour: black, powder-coated

Material: metal

Weight: 120g
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Triangle Probe

Application

Made of stable aluminium for daily use in searching for gas leaks. The 
Triangle Probe is ideal for the inspection of  hard-to-reach points in the 
street.

The triangle probe is not permitted to be used in areas where there is a 
danger of explosion. 

Reference: 000.014

Total length: 90 mm

Hose:  1m

Colour: black, powder-coated

Material: aluminium

Weight: 120g
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Industrial Probe

Application

The accessibility of pipes for the leak control is often a problem in 
industrial areas – but with this probe, that’s no longer the case. 

The Industrial Probe is permitted to be used in areas where there is a 
danger of explosion. 

Reference: G10.300

Length: minimum 2.1m,  maximum 7.5m

Bow length: 300mm

Bow diameter: 150mm

Material: aluminium

Weight: 3kg
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Complete Case Set with Probes

Application

With all necessary probes for gas pipe network inspection in a practical 
complete set. Space-saving and secure storage in vehicle possible. For all 
instruments there is a cut-out of the right size included.

Instrument and charger not included.

Reference: G10.180

Dimensions: 50 x 42 x 17 cm

Material: case plastic, probes carbon fibre

Weight: 3.2kg

Contents: case, carpet probe, suction cap for bell probe,  
bore-hole probe, telescopic aerial probe,  carrying 
strap, dust filter for devices.
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Schütz GmbH Messtechnik
Im Dornschlag 6

77933 Lahr
Tel. 07821 / 3280 100
Fax. 07821 / 3280 222

Skype: schuetzmesstechnik
www.schuetz-messtechnik.de
info@schuetz-messtechnik.de
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